I CAN STATEMENTS FOR BEGINNING WELDING

I can pass a safety test and follow safe practices in the shop.

I can clean up after myself.

I can perform minor adjustments and repairs to my equipment.

I can weld a fillet bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a SMAW(arc) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a SMAW(arc) welder according to code.

I can weld a fillet bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a GMAW(mig) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a GMAW(mig) welder according to code.

I can light an oxy-acetylene torch and cut steel according to code.

I can read a basic blueprint and construct a simple project using said blueprint.

I can write a basic work report for my instructor.
I CAN STATEMENTS FOR INTERMEDIATE WELDING

I can pass a safety test and follow safe practices in the shop.

I can clean up after myself.

I can perform minor adjustments and repairs to my equipment.

I can weld a fillet bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a GTAW(tig) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the flat position with a GTAW(tig) welder according to code.

I can weld a fillet bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a FCAW(dual-shield) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the flat position with a FCAW(dual-shield) welder according to code.

I can weld a fillet bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a GMAW(spray transfer) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the flat and horizontal positions with a GMAW(spray transfer) welder according to code.

I can write a basic work report for my instructor.

I can cut steel using a PAC(plasma cutting) machine according to code.

I can design my own minor project and build it.
I CAN STATEMENTS FOR ADVANCED WELDING

I can pass a safety test and follow safe practices in the shop.

I can clean up after myself.

I can perform minor adjustments and repairs to my equipment.

I can weld a fillet bead in the vertical position with a GTAW(tig) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the horizontal and vertical positions with a GTAW(tig) welder according to code.

I can weld a fillet bead in the vertical position with a FCAW(dual shield) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the horizontal and vertical positions with a FCAW(dual shield) welder according to code.

I can weld a fillet bead in the vertical position with a SMAW(arc) welder according to code.

I can weld a groove bead in the horizontal and vertical positions with a SMAW(arc) welder according to code.

I can cut steel with a CAC-A (carbon arc cutting) machine according to code.

I can fill out a job application.

I can write a resume.

I can design and build a major welding project.